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A CHARACTERIZATION OF S7Í-SETS

SADAHIRO saeki1

Abstract. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and A (G)

the Fourier algebra on G. A Helson set in G is called an SH-set if it

is also an 5-set for the algebra A (G). In this article we prove that a

compact subset K of G is an SH-set if and only if there exists a posi-

tive constant b such that: For any disjoint closed subsets Ko and

Ki of K, we can find a function u in AiG) such that ||«|| <6, u = 1 on

some neighborhood of Ko, and « = 0 on some neighborhood of K,.

It has so far been an open problem whether or not every Helson

set in a locally compact abelian group is an S-set. A Helson set is

called an 577-set if it is also an S-set. In this paper we give a char-

acterization of 577-sets. Almost all notations, definitions, and termi-

nologies used here are adopted from [l] and [2].

Let G be a locally compact abelian group, G its dual, and K any

compact subset of G. If K is a quasi-Kronecker set or a KP-set for

some natural number p^2, then there is a positive constant a with

the following property:

(3Ca) For any disjoint closed subsets Ka and Ki of K, there is a

character y in G such that

inf{ | yixo) — yixi) \ :x¡ E Kj, j = 0, l} i= a.

Using an analogous argument as in [2, Lemma 7], one can easily

prove that every compact set K with property (3C0) satisfies the

following condition for some positive constant b:

(3C&) For any disjoint closed subsets 7C0 and Ki oí K, there is a

function u in AiG) such that ||m||a(G)<& and

uix) = 1        on some neighborhood of 7v0,

uix) =0        on some neighborhood of Ki.

We shall verify below that this condition completely characterizes

577-sets, and thus generalize a theorem of N. Th. Varopoulos in [3]

and another one of the author in [2, Theorem 11 ]. Note also that our

result is of interest because of the generality, since it is rather trivial

forG = PvOr T (see [3]).
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Theorem 1. Let K be any compact subset of G, then K is an SH-set

if and only if K satisfies condition (X¡,) for some positive constant b.

We need three lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let K be a compact subset of G satisfying condition (Kb)

for some b>0, and let {P/}f be N, pairwise disjoint, closed subsets of

K. Then, for any pseudomeasures P¡ in PM(K¡) (j =1, 2, ■ • ■ , N),

we have

E I P(t) I   = 4i
y-i

Ep-»-i
(7 E G).

Proof. For given y in G, there exists a subset D of the index set

{l, 2, • • • , N} such that

E I A(t) I = 4
i-l

E p(t)
iBD

Put P0 = U {Kj-.jED} and Ex = \}{Ki:jEDc}. By hypothesis, there is

a function win^l(G) such that ||tt||¿(<j)<2>and u = l—kon some neigh-

borhood of P* (k = 0, 1). It follows at once that

E p(t) !(•£")' (t) üb Up i¡-i
which completes the proof.

Lemma 2. Let {KjEK}^ and {PjEPM(Kj)}i be as in Lemma 1,

and let e be any positive number. Then, for any character y in G and any

complex numbers {a¡}f such that

| y(x) - a¡\   < t        (xE Kj), \ a¡\   = 1    (j - 1, 2,

we have
I     N N |

ûbv

N),

E AM - E «;P(0) Ep
3 = 1

where by is a constant depending only on b.

Proof. For given e>0, we can find a function gin A(T) such that

g(e") = 1 - eil    (| 1 - eil\   < e)    and    \\¿\Mt) < Mt,

where M is an absolute constant (cf. [4, pp. 80-81]). Then, if y and

{a¡} i are as above, it is easy to see that

y(x) - a¡ =   E k(n)-y(-(n - l)x)-a"
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on some neighborhood of K¡ (j = 1, 2, • • -, A0- It follows that

E-PXt)-Z^(o) 22 ê(n)22^PÀ-(n-l)y)
i-1

=   £   \g(n)\-sup22\PiW\
n=—» X £ G  y=i

HI«ll-cr>-™B El ¿Mi-
xes y=1

Therefore, the required conclusion immediately follows from Lemma

1, which completes the proof.

Lemma 3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1, we have

ZWI-fc
3=1

22 Pi
3=1

where b2 is a constant depending only on b.

Proof. Let {yj}i be any characters in G, and e any positive num-

ber. Then, by taking a sufficiently large natural number n, we can

find pairwise disjoint closed subsets {Kj¡k}k-iOÍ K¡ (J = l, 2, • • • , N)

so that: For any choice of k ( = 1, 2, • • • , n), there correspond pair-

wise disjoint closed subsets {Kjtk,i}î.i of K¡ such that

(1)

and

Kj\Kj,ic C U Kj,k,i
2=1

(2)     *, y G Kj,kJ «=» | Yir» - 7j(y) |   < 6     (i = 1, 2, • • • , n).

In order to construct such sets Kjik, it suffices to modify the proof of

Lemma 10 in [2].

Let now   {t//,*}   be  pairwise  disjoint  open  neighborhoods  of

{/£,•,*}, and choose a function u in A(G) such that ||m|1 <i> and

m = 1    on some neighborhood of U    U Kjj,,
j=l    i=l

u =■ 0   on some neighborhood of tA (  U    U i/)A
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Then, for each 7 = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , N, we have a decomposition of uP¡ of

the form
n

uPj = E P.*        where supp PjJt C U¡j¡ C\ Kj.
k=l

It follows from Lemma 1 that we have

| P-,*(7,) |   = 4i||«Py||/» = 4o2||Py||/n

for some k = k¡; without loss of generality, we may assume k, = l.

Therefore we have

(3) ¿Z\P,Ál1)\úW¿Z\\P]\\/n.
j=l ;=l

Choose then any function win ^4(G) such that ||v|| <frand

N

v = 1    on some neighborhood of U  (Py,i W supp Py,i),
y-i

N        n

v = 0    on some neighborhood of U    U supp Py,*.
y=i  *=2

It follows at once that

(4) vu ¿ZPí=¿Z Pm
i-i j=i

and
(N \ N

w¿ZP})c U PA^y.i,
y=i      /      y=i

where w = l— vu. By (1) and (5), there are NXn pseudomeasures

Q,,i such that

n

(6) Mpy =   E @J.l     and     SUPP Qi.l C Kj,l,l
1=1

for all j = 1, 2, ■ • -, N. By (2), there are AXw complex numbers a,,j

with | a,-,¡| =1 such that

(7) | y¡(x) - ay,, |   < €       (xE Py.i.r, l Ú j ú N;l ^ l Ú n).

It then follows from (4) and (6) that

I P(7y) |   = | Py.i(7y) |  + | wP^yj) |

= | fjÁli) I  + wPj(y})- ¿Zaj.iQiÁO)+ £|&.i(0)|,
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which combined with (7) and Lemma 2 yields

I Phi) |   = I ?i.hi) I  + bi\\wPj\\t + ¿ | Qj,,(0)

= I ?i.hi) I   + *i(l + b2)\\Pj\\e + Z I Qi.i(0) I •
í=i

Summing up these inequalities for j=l, 2, • • • , N, we have by (3),

E I Phi)
»-i

= 462 Z INI/» + *i(l + *2) E NI« + E E I &i(0)
3=1 3=1 3=1   1=1

But we have also, by Lemma 1 and (6),

N      n

E E I &»(o) | g «
3-1   1=1

= 4è(l + 62)

Thus, letting n—>+ oo and e—>+0, we obtain

N      n

¿2 22Qi.>
3=1   1=1

¡V

12 Pi
3=1

E I Phi) I   = 46(1 + b2)
3=1

E^
3=1

Finally, since y¡ are arbitrary characters, we have

ENI=*2
3=1

EP3
3 = 1

with b2 = 46(1 + b2),

which establishes our lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that K is an 577-subset of G, and

let Ko and Ki be any disjoint closed subsets of K. Take then any

function «o in A(G) such that u0 = l—j on some neighborhood of

K, 0 = 0, !)• Since K is a Helson set, there is a function/ in A(G)

such that/=l—j on TT,- (j = 0, 1), and ||/|| <b, where & is a constant

depending only on K. Since Ko^JKi is an 5-set, we can choose a

function g in 70(7£(AJ7ii) so that ||m0— /—g|| <b — \\f\\. Therefore the

function u = u0 — g satisfies the required condition.

Conversely, suppose that K is a compact subset of G satisfying

condition (3C&) for some positive number b. Taking any pseudo-

measure P in PMiK), we must prove that P is a measure on K.

The needed argument is almost all identical with that in the proof of

Theorem 11 in [2]. Let {yj}i be any N characters in G, and e any

positive number. Using Lemma 3, we can find a pseudomeasure
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P« in PM(K) such that ||P-P(1)|| <e/N and supp P(l>CU*Ä7,
where {K¿ }k are finitely many, pairwise disjoint, closed subsets of

Ksuch that

*, y E K¿ => | 7!(x) - yx(y) \  < e.

In fact, in the proof of Lemma 3, let A=l, Ki = K, Pi = P, and, for

a given natural number n, construct n pseudomeasures {Pk = Pi ,k} "„ i

as there. By Lemma 3, we then have

||P*|| á b2-\\uP\\/n á b2-b-\\p\\/n

for some k. Therefore it suffices to set P(1) =P—Pk for a sufficiently

large « and some k ( = 1, 2, • • • , n).
Repeating the same arguments for supp P(1), P(1), and y2, and so

on, we obtain a pseudomeasure <2=P(2V) ¡n PM(K) such that ||P — Q\\

<e and supp QCU/Pj, where {P¡}¡ are infinitely many, pairwise

disjoint, closed subsets of K such that

*, y E Ki =» I 7y(«) - 7,(y) |   < e        ( VÍ, j).

Let {öi}' be tne pseudomeasures such that Q— E¡ Qi and supp Qz

CPj, and let {xiEK¡}i be any choice of points; we define a measure

ßEM(K) by ju= E¡ Öi(0)8», where 5, is the unit mass at x¡. We then

have

UUm = E I &(o) I = «Hen ̂ 46(i + £)||p||

by Lemma 1, and

I P(yj) - A(7y) |  =■ | P(7y) - Ô(7y) I +   Q(7y) - E 7i(*OÔi(0)i

<« + íi|l<2||«ái{i + Wi + «)||P||}
(i = 1, 2, • • • , A)

by Lemma 2. Therefore we can easily prove that P is a measure on

K.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let K be any totally disconnected compact subset of G,

then K is an SH-set if and only if K satisfies the following condition for

some positive constant c:

(SC'C) For any pairwise disjoint closed subsets {Py}f of K, and any

pseudomeasures {Pj}i with supp PyCPy, we have

E I Py(0^ | = c
y=i

EPy
y-x
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Proof. The proof is essentially contained in that of Theorem 1

(see also [3]). We omit the details.
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